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News from IEA

IEA very much looks forward to participating in next year’s conference!

Study updates
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This year, many of the conferences and events we planned to attend, to exchange ideas, entertain, and the cabin fever at bay: 10 things to receive updates about new articles.

Thank you to our IEA colleagues!

A big thank you must go out to all of our IEA colleagues and members who have been an integral part of IEA running as smoothly as possible in the wake of COVID-19. We share some important updates related to IEA staff here.

Remember July 14? (2019-2020)

IEA Updates

IEA’s International Early Learning Child and Wellbeing Study (IELS) was also released in March. OECD’s International Early Learning Child and Wellbeing Study (IELS) was also released in March. OECD’s

IELS is designed to help countries to improve children’s early learning experiences, to better support their development and overall well-being.

We encourage you to subscribe to alerts from the IERI journal to receive updates about new articles.
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News from IEA

“Es ist keine Raketenwissenschaft, wenn Lehrkräfte Aufgaben per Mail verteilen”

England’s book-loving pupils buck global trends

Preparing the ground: early learning opportunities can make the difference

Preparing the ground: early learning opportunities can make the difference

An international decline in attitudes toward reading

Troubling trends:

We have a strong team of IEA colleagues who are working to ensure that our work goes on through these challenging and uncertain times. IEA is taking steps to try to contact all our IEA colleagues and members who have been an integral part of IEA running as smoothly as possible in the wake of COVID-19. We share some important updates related to IEA staff here.

A big thank you must go out to all of our IEA colleagues and members who have been an integral part of IEA running as smoothly as possible in the wake of COVID-19. We share some important updates related to IEA staff here.
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